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Introduction
The states of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro continue to have the worst rates of cargo theft in Brazil. Together they account for more
than 80% of all such theft nationwide. In 2016, the rate in São Paulo increased by 17% from 2015, ending the year with 9,943
reported cases. The state of Rio de Janeiro reported 9,861 cases, representing an increase of 37% over the 2015 figure.
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Cargo theft statistics in 2016 were not encouraging. Contrary
to the previous year, which presented a downward trend, cargo
theft gained a new impetus in the state, especially during the
second half of the year.
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In 2016, the first quarter continued the downward trend from the
previous year, with a 9% drop compared to Q1-2015. However,
starting from Q2-2016, the rate began to rise again, with
increases of 10%, 45%, and 30% in each quarter respectively
until the end of the year.
The São Paulo state capital and its greater metropolitan area
remained at the top of the ranking of regions with the highest
rates, respectively accounting for 59% and 22% of all cargo
thefts reported in the state. Campinas and Santos were next,
with 6% and 4%, respectively.
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Cargo theft in the state grew 37% in 2016. The state jumped
from 7,218 cases reported during 2015, to 9,861 cases in
2016. According to the Department of Security for the Rio de
Janeiro chapter of the Trade Union of Road Cargo Transportation
Companies (Sindicato dos Transportadores em Empresas
de Transportes Rodoviários de Carga [SINDICARGAS]), one
truckload is stolen every 20 minutes of every business day in the
state.
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The highlight of the year was the Sorocaba region, the only one
to present a decrease (-10%). All the other regions presented
growth. The regions of Bauru (+150%) and São José do Rio
Preto (+144%) stood out with the highest rates of growth. Local
gangs have started operating in these regions, and they are
being investigated by the police.
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The rate of cargo theft in the state increased every quarter:
Q1-2016 (+11%), Q2-2016 (+34%), Q3-2016 (+50%), and
Q4-2016 (+49%).
The State Capital and the Fluminense Lowlands area are the most
critical regions, accounting for 50% and 36% of the cargo theft in
the state, respectively.
The regions with the highest rates of growth were Niterói and
the Lakes Region (+83%) and the Fluminense Lowlands (+60%)
areas.
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The highways with the largest number of occurrences reported
were: BR-116, Anhanguera, Bandeirantes, D Pedro, and
Washington Luís.
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The product type most targeted by criminals in the state was
Food & Drinks.
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The most sought-after products were Food & Drinks, Tobacco
and Alcohol. These products are quickly transferred and sold
illegally for half the market price.
In the state capital, the main targets are drivers who transport
produce (especially horticultural produce) to the State Central
Produce Market (Central Estadual de Abastecimento [CEASA]), in
the district of Irajá. There has also been significant growth in the
theft of meat and cold cuts, cargo with the highest value among
foodstuffs. However, shipments of industrialized foodstuffs are
still highly attractive to criminal elements, because they are easy
to fence. Companies operating in this segment report that by
monitoring social networks, they can identify (on the same day
as the theft) points of sale where the stolen products are sold the
next day. According to these companies, the points of sale and
the prices of the products are publicized on the internet. Stolen
products can be identified by their advertised prices, which are
always incompatible with market prices, and due to the fact
that the company only sells wholesale to corporate entities—
individuals cannot purchase these retail products directly.
Besides the ease in distribution, criminals benefit from several
other factors, such as knowledge of alternative routes not
often patrolled by the police, and support from underprivileged
communities, who can access quality goods and products
either donated by the criminals (a kind of Robin Hood strategy of
winning hearts and minds) or with the opportunity of being able to
acquire products at much lower prices than found in retail outlets.
The profitability of cargo theft is also very attractive to the gangs.
According to SINDICARGAS, while dealers can make as much
money (BRL 1 million) in a single day by stealing cargo in the
Pavuna region that would normally take a week to make selling
drugs in the Maré Complex (one of the many underprivileged
communities in Rio de Janeiro).
Highways that reported the highest rates of cargo theft are:
BR-116, Arco Metropolitano, and BR-040 (especially the Duque
de Caxias section). Avenida Brasil, inside the city of Rio de
Janeiro, is another expressway that is much sought-after by
thieves.

The growth of cargo theft, losses in the city of Rio de Janeiro, and
the increase in the cost of transportation and risk management
(elevated by the risky conditions—value of insurance, armed
escorts, etc.) have been so great that many companies believe
that logistics operations in the region are starting to become
unfeasible. Some believe there is the possibility of food shortages
in the near future.

General Considerations
Besides São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, the following regions
also stand out:
•	North Region: metropolitan areas of Manaus and Belém.
•	Northeast Region: metropolitan areas of Fortaleza, Recife,
Salvador and Maceió.
•	Midwest Region: metropolitan areas of Goiânia and Cuiabá.
•	South Region: metropolitan areas of Curitiba and Porto
Alegre.
•	Southeast Region: in Minas Gerais, the metropolitan area of
Belo Horizonte and the Minas Gerais Triangle.
In general 75% of cargo thefts occur in urban areas, and 25%
occur on highways.
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Almost all cargo thefts that occur in urban areas are crimes of
opportunity. They are perpetrated by groups of two or three
people targeting smaller low-value loads, especially food,
beverages and cigarettes. Trucks are approached randomly,
taking advantage of opportunities that arise (stops at traffic
lights, delivery points or slow traffic) and they can be of any type.
The stolen merchandise is then sold to small-time fences.
On highways, organized gangs are much more prevalent,
involving groups of between eight and ten people (sometimes up
to thirty people in the case of attacks on warehouses). They are
heavily armed and they attack previously selected vehicles with
loads of high added value, which have been ordered in advance.
The level of organization of these groups varies, but their actions
are generally well planned and coordinated.
Specifically in Rio de Janeiro, in 90% of cases of cargo theft, the
actors are not members of organized crime networks, but rather
they are commissioned by these networks to undertake the
theft, according to a statement made by the superintendent of
the Integrated Command and Control Center (Centro Integrado
de Comando e Controle [CICC]), George Freitas, at a Forum on
Combat and Prevention of Cargo Theft.

Final Considerations
Cargo theft has gained a new growth impetus this year. The
economic crisis inflicting the country has also contributed to this
increase. Besides increasing unemployment and the demand for
cheaper goods often sold on city street corners (even if they are
of dubious origin), the crisis has also affected the police force
and its ability to fight crime. For example, in December 2016,
of the sixteen armored vehicles at the disposal of the Rio de
Janeiro police force, nine were idle due to lack of maintenance.
The difficulties for the government in fighting crime are normally
practically insurmountable, but the situation has only become
worse over the last year.
This kind of crime is growing exponentially in the country, and it
has consequences for the government, private companies and
for citizens in general. The market for risk management services
and tools for cargo security is expanding quickly in the country.

The most well-structured gangs currently operating in Brazil
focus on armored cars, cargo vehicles and logistics warehouses,
and they operate in São Paulo with connection to the main local
organized crime network, the First Command of the Capital
(Primeiro Comando da Capital [PCC]).
The most common modus operandi involves a moving vehicle
whose driver is forced to stop. On the highways of the state
of São Paulo, the use of jammers, which neutralize tracking
systems, is common.
Food & Drinks were the most sought-after products, and there
has been a significant increase in the theft of meat.

Brazil — Cargo Theft by Product Type
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Food & Drinks 26%
Miscellaneous 26%
Electronics 8%
Building & Industrial 7%
Tobacco 6%
Alcohol 6%
Agricultural 5%
Home & Garden 5%
Pharmaceuticals 3%
Auto & Parts 3%
Clothing & Shoes 2%
Personal Care 2%
Metals 1%
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About SensiGuard Security Services Data

About SensiGuard Security Services

Unless otherwise noted, the theft statistics in this
assessment are derived from data collected by the
SensiGuard Supply Chain Intelligence Center and
other information collected from reliable sources. The
Intelligence Center captures cargo theft and supply chain risk
data from numerous sources across the globe. These include,
but are not limited to, the databases of SensiGuard Security
Services, its customers, law enforcement agencies, industry
organizations, insurance industry sources, and news reports.
This report offers an analysis of the data collected during 2016,
providing insight into cargo theft and supply chain risk across
the globe.

SensiGuard Security Services is a leading provider of global
logistics security services, offering tracking and monitoring
solutions that provide organizations with cargo security,
transparency and supply chain integrity from origin to
destination. Using real-time visibility technology and layered
solutions, organizations can actively monitor their cargo
anywhere in the global supply chain to mitigate the risks
associated with theft, spoilage, counterfeiting and more. With
operations across the globe, SensiGuard is uniquely positioned
to deliver services regionally across diverse supply chains.

Please note that cargo theft goes largely unreported; as such,
total theft figures for a particular country or region are likely
higher than stated. In addition, global cargo theft circumstances
and risks change, sometimes frequently and quickly, and in
ways that may make the facts and opinions expressed here no
longer valid. Therefore, the extent to which organizations rely on
the information provided in this assessment should be solely at
their discretion.

In Brazil, SensiGuard Security Services has been innovating,
and brought the EFS Program (Electronic Freight Security) to the
local market, helping to ensure the security of your cargo, based
on a modern vision combining technology and processes,
thereby expanding on the concept of security. The program
works with the incremental use of technology, replacing the
use of guards, an activity that exposes the guards potential
risks, and also exposes the Shipper to the risk of labor claims.
EFS minimizes the risk of financial losses throughout the entire
operation. The EFS Program values merchandise security, and
the human aspect involved, enabling the Shipper to reduce
direct and indirect costs.
SensiGuard Security Services is part of Sensitech Inc., a leading
provider of supply chain visibility solutions. Sensitech is focused
on delivering supply chain visibility solutions that track, monitor
and protect products for global leaders in the food, life sciences,
consumer goods, and industrial markets. Our solutions are
focused in three key areas: quality and compliance, supply
chain security, and logistics performance management.
Quality and compliance solutions address temperature-sensitive,
complex supply chains focused on delivering the highest
quality possible, while our supply chain security solutions help
to mitigate risks associated with theft, diversion and chain of
custody. Sensitech’s logistics performance solutions deliver
origin-to-destination, real-time transparency to any in-transit
journey. Sensitech Inc. is an ISO 9001:2008 company,
headquartered in Beverly, Mass., with more than 35 sales,
service and distribution locations around the world. Sensitech is
a part of UTC Climate, Controls & Security, a unit of United
Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and
building systems industries worldwide.
More information about Sensitech is available at
www.sensitech.com
To register to receive alerts, bulletins and reports, please visit the
SensiGuard Supply Chain Intelligence Center

The information contained in this document is the property of Sensitech Inc. This information may not be sold, licensed, or used for business development in any capacity without the prior written
consent of Sensitech Inc. Sensitech Inc. encourages recipients to use this information for cargo theft prevention activities and to share this information in its entirety with colleagues who may also benefit
in a theft prevention capacity.
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